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An outdoor robotics challenge
for land, sea and air
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What is euRath

An outdoor robotics challenge for la
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land, sea and air

euRathlon is a new outdoor
robotics competition which
invites teams to test the
intelligence and autonomy
of their robots in realistic
mock emergency-response
scenarios.
Inspired by the 2011 Fukushima
accident, the euRathlon competition
requires a team of land, underwater
and flying robots to work together to
survey the scene, collect environmental
data, and identify critical hazards.
Leading up to this 2015 ‘Grand
Challenge’ were directly related land
and underwater robot competitions in
2013 and 2014, respectively.
The euRathlon competitions are
supported by annual workshops for
competitors. In parallel, there is an open
process for developing benchmarks to
allow comparison of different robots in
the euRathlon competitions.
Linked public engagement activities
connect euRathlon with robotics
research, industry and emergency
services, as well as the general public.
By targeting a specific and urgent need
– intelligent robots for disasterresponse - euRathlon provides
European robotics with a platform for
challenging, extending and showcasing
European cognitive robotics
technologies. The euRathlon
consortium has been awarded
funding, to create and run the
competitions and workshops, by the
European Commission under its
Seventh Framework Programme for
Research (FP7) under grant agreement
n° 601205, and was officially launched
on January 2013.
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The Project
euRathlon brings together expertise
from previous European initiatives
in the fields of land, sea and aerial
robotics, namely the European Land
Robot Trial (ELROB), the Student
Autonomous Underwater Challenge Europe (SAUC-E), and the workshop on
Research, Development and Education
on Unmanned Aerial Systems (REDUAS). This expertise, together with the
experience gained from euRathlon
2013 land and euRathlon 2014 sea
competitions, comes to fruition in the
euRathlon 2015 air, land and sea Grand
Challenge.
One of these initiatives, SAUC-E, a
competition between student-built
unmanned submarine vehicles, has been
held since 2010 at the NATO Centre for
Maritime Research and Experimentation
(CMRE) based in La Spezia (Italy).
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The experience of CMRE in organising
sea robotics competitions, including the
euRathlon 2014 sea robotics competition,
contributed to the choice of Piombino
(Italy) as the location for the final
challenge.

The coNSoRTIUM
The euRathlon consortium is led by
Professor Alan Winfield (University
of the West of England, Bristol). Dr.
Gabriele Ferri is entrusted with the
technical direction of the 2015 event,
managed by the Centre for Maritime
Research and Experimentation (CMRE),
based in La Spezia (Italy).
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euRathlon in Italy

euRathlon: a unique event in the wo
research
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orld of robotics

Italy has been acknowledged
by euRathlon partners as the
ideal country to host two of its
competitions.
As well as being undeniably beautiful,
Italian landscapes and locations
provide everything needed to
host a competition like euRathlon:
reliable technical support, adequate
accommodation capacity, good
transport and – last but not least – an
ideal location to create a mock-up of
a disaster scenario.
In 2013, the euRathlon land
competition took place in
Berchtesgaden, Germany, followed
in 2014 by the euRathlon sea
competition, which was held in La
Spezia, Italy. For the 2015 Grand
Challenge, the location chosen is
Piombino, Italy. This fascinating and
historically interesting town provides
the ideal setting in which to organise
the final euRathlon competition, for
land, air and sea robots.
For the first time in the world, the
Enel-owned thermal power station
at Torre del Sale will host a robotic
competition involving all three
domains: air, sea and land. The
scene of a disaster will be created:
cooperating robots will search for
workers in ruined buildings, leaks
of substances and damage to
underwater structures and other
emergency response tasks, all in a
race against the clock.
The euRathlon 2015 Grand Challenge
will take place on 17-25 September in
Piombino. The international relevance
of the event is expected not only to
serve as a major meeting point for
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dozens of experts in the field, but
also to draw the attention of a wider
specialized audience and the general
public. On this occasion, Piombino will
be in the international spotlight at a
scientific-technological level.
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The Piombino Municipality and the
Enel-owned thermal power station
at Torre del Sale collaborate in the
organization of euRathlon 2015
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Piombino
The venue of euRathlon 2015
Piombino is an Italian township on the Tyrrhenian coast, on the
border between the districts of Livorno and Grosseto. As well as
being the biggest urban entity in the valley of the River Cornia, it
plays a crucial role both in the Italian steel industry network and
as Tuscany’s second largest harbour, linking the mainland to
the major Tyrrhenian islands.
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Among other things, Piombino
is also a renowned tourist
destination proud of its
treasures, located both on the
West side – looking towards
the Ligurian Sea and home
to Populonia and the Baratti
Gulf – and on the East coast –
where the longest and wildest
beaches border the Nature
Reserve known as “Parco
Naturalistico della Sterpaia”.
The first settlements in this area date
back to the Etruscan age, when
Populonia was founded as the only
harbour town included in the twelvecity League of Etruria. Piombino
retains several traces of its glorious
past, covering a long period of time
– from its Etrurian origins to the age of
the Principality named after this town,
which served as its capital. A
summary of such an ancient history
strikes us through the large number
of architectural monuments and
artworks that still can be seen in the
Old Town, whose magnificence was
enhanced by the hand of Leonardo
da Vinci.
Piombino is today a dynamic city,
which, although traditionally
dependent on industry, has been
demonstrating increased support for
tourism over the last twenty years.
This experience has brought a
positive influence in a way that made
it possible for the town to host a
whole series of significant national
and international events – such as the
Italian multiple stage bicycle race
(“Giro d’Italia”) and the World Open
Water Swimming Championship.
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Torre del Sale in Piombino

Landscapes of Torre del Sale area
that will host euRathlon 2015

The 2015 euRathlon competition
will be held within the area of Torre
del Sale, on the East coast, towards
Riotorto, a village which is a hamlet
to Piombino. The entire zone was
actually named after the so-called
“Salt Tower” (“Torre del Sale”), a
stronghold built during the age of the
Piombino Principality in a location next
to the old salt evaporation pond.
During the competition, the Tower and
its surroundings will be used as the
mock scenario for a disaster caused
by a tsunami striking a nuclear power
plant – this particularly applying to the
nuclear reactor section. Underwater
structures and a pipe system will be
installed along with safety valves
inside the building serving as a mock
reactor chamber. This is the setting in
which the robots will come into action.
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Torre Mozza and the Baratti Gulf, two picturesque places in the Piombino area
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The partners

The European euRathlon Consortiu
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The euRathlon project is led
by the University of the West
of England, Bristol, and the
consortium includes seven
partners from five diﬀerent
European countries.
The Fraunhofer FKIE, Germany,
organised the euRathlon 2013 land
robotics competition and is the lead
partner for land robotics.
The aerial robotics portion is led by
the Centre for Advanced Aerospace
Technologies (CATEC), Spain. The
Centre for Maritime Research and
Experimentation (CMRE), Italy,
is in charge of the logistics and
organisation of the euRathlon 2014
sea robotics competition and the
euRathlon 2015 Grand Challenge.
The Oceanic Platform of the Canary
Islands (PLOCAN), working with the
University of Las Palmas de Gran
Canaria, Spain, supports CMRE in
marine robots. The annual workshops
are organised by the University of
Oulu, Finland, and the metrics design
and benchmarking is led by HeriotWatt University, Edinburgh, UK.

um
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University of the West of
England (UWE)

Centre for Maritime Research
and Experimentation (CMRE)

Bristol - United Kingdom
www.uwe.ac.uk

La Spezia - Italy
www.cmre.nato.int

Centre for Advanced
Aerospace Technologies
(CATEC)

Fraunhofer FKIE

Sevilla - Spain
www.catec.aero
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Wachtberg - Germany
www.fkie.fraunhofer.de

Heriot-Watt University
Edinburgh - United Kingdom
www.hw.ac.uk

Plataforma Oceanica de
Canarias (PLOCAN)
Telde, Gran Canaria - Spain
http://plocan.eu

University of Oulu
Oulu - Finland
www.oulu.fi
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The goals
euRathlon 2015 in Piombino
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As a project, euRathlon is
pursuing ambitious and
innovative goals.
On the basis of a fruitful interplay
between theoretical and experimental
robotics, euRathlon aims to enhance
the performance of multifunctional
robotic systems suitable for many
applications. The project strives
towards this goal by counting on
young and brilliant researchers, who,
by getting involved in an exciting
competition, will try to outdo each
other in finding new approaches and
solutions.
The ultimate aim is that of promoting
and stimulating cooperation between
universities, companies and research
centres, in efforts to design and
develop new unmanned robotic
systems to assist and enhance
emergency services when
responding to natural or humanmade disasters.
At another level, euRathlon is testing
the level of effectiveness attained by
different kinds of robots in very
challenging situations and in multidomain contexts, to produce an
assessment of the state-of-the-art.
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BEYOND EURATHLON
euRathlon goes beyond robotics
During the event, Piombino will be the centre of a science event aiming at
advancing the state of the art in robotics for disaster response. The local
landscape and historic heritage will welcome all those who, attracted by such a
special event, will visit the town.
Visitors and participants will see the beautiful Tuscan seaside and will enjoy the
flavours and tastes of a land which has much to offer even outside the summer
season.
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Piombino 2015
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This project has received funding from the European Union’s
Seventh Framework Programme for research, technological
development and demonstration under grant agreement n° 601205

www.eurathlon.eu

Comune di
Piombino

